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PSD2 AND OPEN BANKING
Are you open to opportunities?
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INTRODUCTION
The deadlines for implementation of the EU revised Payment
Services Directive (PSD2) and the UK Competition and
Markets Authority’s Open Banking Standard are fast
approaching. With such a tight compliance window (January
2018 for Open Banking), financial institutions are feeling the
pressure to meet the technical and legal requirements in
time, and at a significant cost.
And to what end? The explicit aim of both directives is to
break the banks’ stranglehold on the market by forcing them
to hand over proprietary customer data, to surrender it to
third parties eager to use that intelligence to disintermediate
banks or redirect their hard-won customers towards other
providers.
Many financial institutions have concluded that PSD2
compliance is not just a major sunk cost but a vastly
expensive exercise in self-harm. Yet PSD2 and Open Banking
also represent tremendous opportunities for any institution
visionary enough to exploit them.
Long-standing conventions will be dismantled by PSD2 and
Open Banking – traditional profit structures, institutionalised
sales and distribution models and the old, dependable
revenue streams – as the industry’s protective barriers
are broken down. But new markets will be revealed in the
process. Organisations that plan now for an open future and
their position within it, will emerge not just undiminished but
actively strengthened by the change.
In this paper, we investigate some likely long-term scenarios
and discuss strategic repercussions for institutions – both
threats and opportunities.
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PSD2 and Open Banking:
Putting the customer first
Both the original PSD (2007) and the new PSD2 have
the same overarching aim: to ensure that the future
direction of retail and business banking is being shaped
by customers’ demands, not banks’ P&Ls. It is perhaps

•

Meanwhile, Payment Initiation Service Providers
(PISPs) will initiate online payments for customers,
cutting into the territory of traditional debit and
credit card companies and eliminating their fees.

These

developments

will

make

independent,

individually-tailored financial advice – and, crucially, the
levers to act on it – available at the tap of a touchscreen.

the most important strategic marker to lay down when
assessing your organisation’s future positioning customer experience comes first.
The original PSD loosened incumbents’ grip on the
market by allowing challenger banks to obtain licences

Structural impacts for
banking market

quickly and offering a low cost of entry. The recent

What does this all mean for the long-term future

growth of mobile-first providers such as Monzo, Starling

of major banks? Beyond the obvious competitive

and N26 – offering customers phone notifications on

disruptions, deeper reverberations promise to be felt at

their spending habits and intelligent financial advice

the level of market culture, sector fragmentation and

prompts – demonstrates the extent to which the

competitive positioning.

reinvention of banking as a customer-led proposition
has begun to gain traction.
PSD2 now mandates that financial institutions across
Europe allow any trusted third party (TTP), with
customer authorisation, the ability to access account
data and initiate payments on the customer’s behalf.
Open Banking extends these protocols further, defining
a specific suite of open Application Programming
Interfaces (APIs) that banks must use to enable TPPs to
transact their new business.

MARKET CULTURE: THE END OF CUSTOMER LOYALTY?
The banking market will inevitably become more
customer-driven, as success in the competitive new
AISP/PISP space will hinge on each player’s ability to
spot an untapped consumer need and utilise open APIs
to service it. Meanwhile, for the consumer, the market
for financial products will appear to widen dramatically
as smaller players – challenger banks, local building
societies, investment firms, peer-to-peer lenders –

Taken together, these directives are expected to

achieve greater traction. No longer will incumbent

encourage a wave of fintechs, developers, banks and

banks dominate the product market simply because of

e-commerce companies to create innovative products

their relationship with existing customers and superior

consumers most want, for example:

marketing muscle. Instead, AISPs and neo-banks will
give the best products the most exposure regardless of

•

Account Information Service Providers (AISPs) will

institutional clout.

use open APIs to aggregate a customer’s various
financial holdings into one digital frame. With a

This perhaps truly marks the beginning of the end of

combination of user tracking, machine learning and

customer loyalty in banking, in decline in theory since

Big Data analytics, AISPs will be able to prompt

2008 but, in reality, continually buttressed by the

customers with real-time financial advice, directing

system’s sclerotic processes around account switching

them to products and services more suited to their

and low levels of customer insight into available escape

needs. They may even guide customers through the

routes from their current providers.

process of ‘ditching and switching’ their accounts
and investments. (Open Banking makes additional
provisions for bringing us ever closer to one-click
current-account switching, for example.)
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After PSD2, customers will not just be alerted to better
products on the market. They will be actively driven

FRAGMENTATION: PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS

towards them. Incumbent banks will no longer be able

With the arrival of open APIs, the banking sector will

to rely on the convenience factor as a sales approach

very likely fragment. The split will come in many guises,

for existing customers. It may not happen instantly,

but is perhaps best understood as a pure economic

but we will inevitably reach a tipping point in customer

cleft in traditional banking practice between producers

disloyalty. With the mechanisms in place, consumers

and distributors.

will vote with their feet.

Most major banks today are vertically integrated,

This should be a concern for any big bank struggling

owning both production and distribution in a single

with its digital offering, with research showing digital

value chain. Their products and services (current

as a significant driver of loyalty. Customers who

accounts, mortgages, etc.) operate within their own

like a bank’s mobile offering rate that institution, on

proprietary distribution channels (branches, online

average, 20% higher for customer satisfaction . That

banking) and a tightly controlled, sector-run payments

has further knock-on effects throughout a bank’s entire

infrastructure (BACS, CHAPS, Faster Payments, etc).

sales system. Customers are far more likely to choose

Open APIs will break incumbent banks’ monopolies

premium products (mortgages, investment loans, credit

on distributing only their own products to customers

cards) from a bank that has already won their loyalty as

by allowing TPPs to act as alternative distributors and

their primary provider.

offer products from a range of producers.

i

As a result of these changes, ‘price wars’ between UK
lenders – over interest rates, account perks, foreign
exchange fees and overdraft charges – should be
expected as part of the future landscape.
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Once PSD2 and Open Banking come into force, the
participants in the production market (banks, building
societies,

investment

firms,

alternative

finance

providers, etc.) may not change drastically but the

Key strategic considerations
for market positioning

balance of power will tip as distributors - now a

Whether

customer segment of the producers - recommend the

distribution or both will be governed by factors unique

best product for the customer rather than just offering

to your own wider development goals. But there are

their own products.

certain key elements that should be considered before

The future make-up of the distribution sphere is more
opaque. An entirely new ‘distribution market’ will
have been created by these directives – and one ideal
for flexible, innovative and customer-oriented tech
companies. A future in which previously unknown
brands make serious inroads into incumbent banks’
control of distribution seems eminently possible. On
top of that, non-banks with a record of successful
e-commerce and online payments (e.g. PayPal, Amazon,
Apple) could swallow a large portion of the market:
77% of banks believe this modern guild of digital giants
represents their biggest competitive threat in the postPSD2 landscape.ii

BANKS’ STRATEGY: TO PRODUCE OR TO DISTRIBUTE?
Individual financial institutions will therefore need to
decide whether their strategic future lies on one side of
the production/distribution schism, or both.
Will major banks try to enter the new distribution market,
launching branded apps and online aggregators to
compete with the new AISPs? Or will they choose to
double down on their inherent production strengths,
striving to ensure that their products and services
remain competitive and match the needs of the new
breed of distributors? Should their goal simply be to
capture as much market share as possible by opening
up to developers?
Spanish bank BBVA recently showed one potential
route for banks choosing the latter path, making eight
of its APIs available to third-party developers several
months ahead of the PSD2 compliance deadline –
generating positive publicity for the bank around open
access, and putting them at the head of the queue
among burgeoning AISPs in the processiii. It is a model
that others might well be advised to follow.

your

business

focuses

on

production,

deciding on a strategy.

DISTRIBUTOR MARKET GROWTH WILL BE DRIVEN BY
NEW PLAYERS’ AGILITY
Tech companies – technology-driven businesses,
internet giants and fintechs alike – will almost certainly
be able to integrate with a range of producer APIs more
quickly and effectively than traditional banks, who
tend to have monolithic legacy systems. The pivoting
speed of tech companies, who can quickly respond
to new customer needs with retooled features or even
completely new underlying technology, surpasses the
capability of most incumbent banking players. The
same can be said about tech firms’ agility in adopting
new revenue models as circumstances change.
Indeed, the market share of tech firms could grow
exponentially. Since they already have infrastructures
and operating models shaped for success in the
distributor market, these new players will be able to
quickly maximise their advantage. Major banks may
find it harder to win in the distributor market than they
imagine.
Incumbent banks should certainly not assume that trust
and online security put them a comfortable distance
ahead of the competition. Research across Europe
has shown repeatedlyiv that consumers now place
almost equal faith in the ability of major online retailers
(Amazon, Argos, etc.) and major fintechs (Paypal,
Sofort, etc.) to handle their payments and bank details
securely. A decade of experience with them has allayed
any residual fears. If one of these fintech or retail giants
launches a successful finance app with breakthrough
features and great usability, would banks be able to
compete?
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COMPETITION WILL GET FIERCER IN THE PRODUCTION
MARKET

migrations or process overhauls will be required

In theory, the products and services of major banks

led most to focus only on a limited slice of the

– with their inimitably vast capital reserves and loan

product landscape (e.g. Starling offers only current

capabilities – should still be able to dominate the

accounts). With a more targeted focus and a fit-

producer market after PSD2 and Open Banking come

for-purpose infrastructure, these neo-banks will be

into force. Challenger banks will continue to take a slice

able to deliver value from a lower cost base. That

of market share, but neither directive explicitly aims to

all spells more price competition in the production

create a new army of producers. In reality, however, the

market. Challenger banks should not underestimate

effect of these directives will be to trigger serial changes

their potential to succeed here.

to meet an emerging customer need with a new
service. Moreover, affordability constraints have

to ownership models in the producer market:
•

Specialised financial services providers will get
much better exposure for their best offerings. For a
decade, the 6-9% savings rates offered by peer-topeer (P2P) lenders have accounted for less than 1%
of the overall savings market in the UK, a market
still dominated by major banks despite their nearzero rates. Lack of brand-name recognition surely
accounts for much of that anomaly. In the levelled
playing field of independent aggregators, however,

•

OUTPERFORMING COMPLIANCE WILL BE A
DIFFERENTIATOR FOR PRODUCERS
One opportunity for incumbent banks to steal a march
on the competition might seem counter-intuitive:
Proactively exceed the API requirements of PSD2 from
the outset, colonising open terrain by encouraging
fintechs and developers (and therefore customers) to
prioritise your firm.

these smaller lenders’ offerings will gain not just

Currently the Open Banking and PSD2 directives

equal exposure, but customers will be actively

only mandate the release of those APIs needed to

prompted to switch to them if they truly represent a

service accounts (e.g., ‘view transaction history’,

better deal. Incumbent banks will quickly find their

‘make payments’). However, the distributor market

product portfolio under unprecedented competitive

will be hungry to offer more than simple aggregation.

strain. Are they temperamentally inclined to react

To achieve breakthrough they will want to open new

to such a demand for genuine value? For major

financial products for customers without the UX burden

financial institutions, complacency about their pre-

of having to hand them back to producers. Financial

eminent place in the producer market might be the

institutions wanting to capture a wider audience in the

greatest threat they currently face.

crucial early months of PSD2 will voluntarily release

Challenger banks in particular are far better
appointed to exploit the producer landscape than
incumbent banks. Their technology platforms and
business models were designed with the open-API
world in mind. No software patches, infrastructure

APIs that allow developers to do this. When opening
an investment ISA takes less than a minute, without
needing to re-encode KYC (Know Your Customer) or
setup a new account, AISPs will be eagerly inserting
your products into their channels.
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HOW WILL THEY MAKE MONEY?
DISTRIBUTORS

PRODUCERS

Levying arrangement/ introduction
fees when a customer opens a new
account or switches service

Creating products that truly compete
on customer value

Referral and affiliate fees for matching
customers with products is commonplace.
However, players must tread carefully to
ensure customers are getting the right
deal and that regulations are adhered to.
Transparency of the fees will be key.

Selling customer insight
That might include selling the performance
data of a product/service back to the
producer market (similar to Google’s
advertising revenue model), or to other
markets (e.g., retailers, utility companies).
Other commodities might include customers’
spending habits, credit ratings, etc.

With customer movement encouraged
by distributors, banks will have to focus
on providing genuinely customer-centric
products. Reducing the cost base will be
more important than ever.

Ensuring APIs include those most
vital to customer capture
Financial institutions should capitalise on a
hungry distributor market by ensuring their
products are convenient to open and are
widely available, enabling distributors to sell
their wares to new customers.

Advertising

Finding new profit models

In-app advertising in free versions of apps
– eliminated if the user pays full price – has
become a common way of both financing
mobile software and enticing users by giving
them a ‘try before they buy’ option.

The history of disruptive tech tells us that
new profit structures always emerge.
Producers must be willing to think creatively
and develop profit models iteratively.
Possibilities include:

App payments

– Data value: Selling customer intelligence
to interested parties.

Distributors could charge for the app at
download or charge a flat-rate subscription
fee or a variable subscription fee, depending
on the level of service.

Providing tangential services to users
Examples include financial advice, lifestyle
services, targeted offers.

– Partnership models: Tying-in with a
certain distributor(s) will allow both
parties to capitalise on complementary
approaches and spread risk. It will also
ensure you are a preferred supplier in at
least one distribution outlet.
– Variable pricing for access: Charging
distributors for higher levels of service
or access to more data (e.g., to a KYCcheck API).
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THE PRODUCER MARKET MUST RADICALLY REINVENT
ITS CUSTOMARY SALES PROFILE

like Spotify). These may not have a linear relationship

There is good news for incumbent banks’ sales. Where

response to a disaggregated market, usually centered

they have market-leading offerings, those products are

on capturing new forms of customer value. It may never

likely to see a boost in customer volumes as third-party

be as easy to switch mortgage as it was to switch from

distributor apps do their marketing work for them.

record stores to Spotify, but it will be much easier than

to the scale and value of products in banking, but the
principle remains. New profit models always emerge in

it is today.
The bad news is that they are due to lose a vital,
institutionalised distribution network. Whether it is
upselling in branch or targeted advertising through
online banking, banks have come to rely heavily on their
distribution arms to drive customers to their products
and services. The relative sales potential of those
distribution networks will now be severely diminished.
For banks that choose not to compete in the distributor
market – or who compete there and lose – PSD2 and
Open Banking will necessitate a radical rethink of their
entire sales profile. They will need to reinvent not just
their own strategy but also an industry-wide sales
culture centred

on footfall in branches or eyes on

digital real estate.

PRODUCERS MUST FOCUS ON NEW MODELS OF VALUE
CREATION

PRODUCERS WILL NEED TO LEARN TO SERVE A NEW
TYPE OF CUSTOMER
Producer banks will need to start thinking not just
about the products and services they can create, but
how and to whom they will be selling them. From
January 2018, they will have to serve an entirely new
customer segment – distributors – with a very different
set of requirements from the individuals and businesses
that banks are accustomed to serving today. They will
also need to learn how to work with a new product –
their own APIsv. And they will have to learn to handle
a new type of end-customer relationship – a mediated
B2B interaction, dealing with end-consumers via
distributors.
As part of strategic planning, the question banks need

Banks have traditionally focused on capturing value by

to ask is: How will these relationships work? Who are

selling customers their own credit products or charging

distributors, and what will these new and very valuable

them for account services. PSD2 and Open Banking, in

customers need? What will be the success criteria of

contrast, are underpinned by making customer value

the relationship? And how will it slot into the bank’s

the central profit point in financial services.

existing

customer-management

overarching growth plan?
Challenger banks are already developing new revenue
models in response, focused on such customerdefined value creation. Transferwise lowers the cost of
sending money abroad; Monzo has eliminated fees for
foreign transactions; Nutmeg provides access to lowfee investment. Even if major banks don’t mimic these
exact services, new business models will undoubtedly
emerge in response to the changing dynamic.
In other industries with comparable changes, we have
seen the emergence of freemium, targeted advertising
and variable subscription models (e.g., the music
industry, where distribution has been hived off from
record companies’ production arms by peer-to-peer filesharing sites like Napster and then streaming services

strategy

and

its
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HOW TO SUCCEED AS A DISTRIBUTOR

HOW TO SUCCEED AS A PRODUCER

User experience

Value

The new distribution model will be defined by user
friendliness and customer-centricity. The players who are
best at creating a compelling customer experience will
emerge as the victors.

This is where banks, and other new entrants, will
differentiate themselves. The value a financial product
returns to a customer will become more transparent,
and as the barriers to moving money and opening new
products are broken down, customers will choose those
which provide the best value.

Clear value

Convenience

For consumers to volunteer their bank details to a third
party, the value proposition will have to be crystal clear
and highly tempting. For example, it will save them
money on their overdraft, help them refinance their debts,
earn more on savings, or help them plan their finances
more effectively.

Distributors will own the customer experience, but
producers must ensure their touchpoints in the service
chain, e.g., account opening, support, never let either
customer or distributor down.

Unimpeachable security

Security

Customers today are told not to trust anyone with their
bank details. Distributors will have to do more than allay
fears; they will have to mount major PR campaigns to
overturn perceptions.

Protecting against fraud and data breaches, when
cybersecurity is becoming more difficult by the day, will
be vital to a player’s long-term reputation. Harnessing
new technologies such as machine learning will be
critical to help identify fraudulent transactions and money
laundering.

Transparency

Availability

Distributors will need to be transparent about how
customer data is being used, shared and stored – and
how the distributor profits from customers’ data. If they
fail on this, bad publicity could ruin their hard work.

Customers expect their bank to work, always. Yet, both
new players and incumbents have recently suffered
outages. This USP is up for grabs.

Customer needs first

New customer services

Recent misselling scandals show that, when incentives
are linked to opening new products, sellers can easily
prioritise their own interests. Distributors will only
gain traction if they can prove they are always making
decisions in the customer’s best interests.

The producer’s service model must be fit for the digital
age − and not just technically. Producers must allay
customers’ digital concerns too, as they know their data
is now a commodity. Enable customers to choose how
they want their data to be used, and in ways that work for
them (e.g., allowing customers to use their KYC data with
other companies, to easily sign-up for new products). If
producers don’t innovate these processes, customers
will bank with someone who does.

Wider distribution models
As customers start to use alternative distributors,
producers will need to find new ways of selling your
products. Partnerships and good relationships will be
vital. The wider your distributor network the greater the
access to new customers – and the more chance to
recapture attention of existing customers too.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS

KEY CHARACTERISTICS

• UX-focused
• Great customer service
• Customer-solution orientated
• Capturing value by creating value
• Minimal delivery costs

• Market-competitive products
• Technological robustness
• Innovative models of value creation
• Strong relationships with distributors
• ‘Above and beyond’ API suite
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Next steps
Recognise what your core capabilities are and
consider doubling-down on them, rather than
trying to compete everywhere

Test and learn while in development

If

your

on the fly, of being comfortable in permanent beta.

infrastructure or capitalising on KYC-as-a-service might

Tech titans have demonstrated repeatedly that success

be a clearer win in this new marketplace than trying to

in the digital sphere comes from being unafraid of

compete in a fierce distribution market against players

failure. Besides, customers will find it very difficult to

with full-stack architecture built in-house from scratch,

understand Open Banking – or give you feedback on

and who have a record of turning user data into killer

it – without hands-on experience. Live customer pilots

consumer apps.

will provide the best data points. Run them as early as

you’re

an

incumbent

bank,

improving

This is the 21st century - the age of ‘Agility’ IT
programming, of launching unfinished digital products

possible.

Understand that the customer is king, whichever
market you choose

Accept that technological disruption is a constant

On the production side, customers will be able to pick

The full effects of PSD2 and Open Banking will take

and choose more than ever before. You won’t be able

years to develop but the technological disruption they

to rely on lifetime loyalty or the bureaucracy of account-

signal is only going to proliferate. Blockchain and

switching to retain customers. Your product proposition

distributed ledger technologies could threaten the

will have to be truly founded on what consumers most

traditional province of banks: storing and transferring

need.

financial value.

On the distribution side, abandon the old thinking of

The Bank of England has now announced that its

what makes successful banking practice. The winning

new Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system will

players after PSD2 will be those who can give customers

be designed with distributed ledger in mind to ensure

the type of banking they never knew was possible.

forward-integration capabilitiesvi. Instant-decision loans
engines, previously unthinkable, are already undercutting

Talk to your customers
Ask your customers what they think your strengths

traditional lenders, while robo-advisors are reaching
previously underserved markets.

are, and what they really want. Banks that view PSD2

The message is clear. Banks have clung onto analogue

and Open Banking as purely an in-house matter – a

processes and systems longer than ought to have been

process of executive decision-making to concoct new

possible. They will now only face more disruption from

strategies – will be left behind. Turn the model around.

digital innovation. They must use this opportunity not

First, you must learn what customers want from you.

just to learn and grow, but to work out how to compete.

i
ii
iii
iv
v
vi

J.D. Power 2016 U.S. Retail Banking Satisfaction Study, J.D. Power, March 2016
PSD2 and XS2A – Regulation or Opportunity? Report on a Survey by Finextra and FIS, Finextra, May 2015
‘BBVA makes eight APIs available to kickstart open banking program’, NFC World, 24 May 2017
Finextra (op.cit.)
For more on how to turn APIs into products, see the Capco White Paper: APIs: Delivering the Connected Ecosystem, Capco Digital, 2016
A new RTGS service for the United Kingdom: safeguarding stability, enabling innovation, Bank of England, September 2016
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